Abstract: Through analysis of user access sequences, this research studies the browsing behaviors of web users and proposes a user access pattern mining algorithm based on the maximal forward reference sequence to determine frequent access paths. Experiments have shown that this effective algorithm could obtain a satisfactory result. This algorithm is superior to the traditional Full Scan algorithm in terms of execution time and performance.
INTRODUCTION
The access log of WWW is kept in each Web server. Web usage mining is the process of analyzing Web logs to determine user access pattern and to extract information or pattern in which users are interested [1] . This process helps to identify users' loyalty, preference, and satisfaction; find potential users; and enhance the service competitiveness of the sites, which is significant in the field of e-commerce [2, 3] .
Web access pattern mining is an important direction of Web usage mining. Through the data mining technique and algorithm analysis of Web logs, behavior characteristics of the users can be determined and judged; thus, the website's structure can be adjusted, and personalized service can be provided [4, 5] . Among studies on mining algorithm, the most representative Apriori algorithm [6] , the DHP algorithm using the hash table [7] , and the improved Full Scan algorithm based on the DHP algorithm [8] are all expected to mine the important information hidden in the Web logs in a more effective way. Despite the careful design, these algorithms still have some problems, such as low execution efficiency because of repeated database scanning when being applied to Web access pattern mining. Therefore, their performance should be improved.
Based on the characteristics of Web browsing, this research studies the mining process of Web access patterns frequently browsed by users from Web logs and designs a mining algorithm based on the maximal forward reference sequence to determine the user access pattern. Experiments have shown that this algorithm could effectively mine the user access pattern.
PROBLEM DESCRIPTION AND RELEVANT DEFINITIONS
The Web access pattern mining aims to mine the Web pattern frequently browsed by users from Web logs. The user access pattern is also a sequential pattern, that is, an ordered set of data items. The sequence of an access page varies in different access patterns [8, 9] .
For convenience of describing the algorithm, relevant definitions are provided below.
Definition 1:
The maximal forward reference sequence is generated after identifying the preprocessed log data by Transaction (t). This sequence is a user access pattern.
Definition 2:
The reference sequence length is defined as the number of pages in the user access pattern t. A t with k pages is known as k-reference sequence.
Definition 3:
If the reference sequence satisfies the minimum support conditions set by the user, the sequence is known as the large reference sequence.
Based on the above definitions, the Web access pattern mining process can be summarized into two steps:
(1) The original user access sequence is transferred into many maximal forward reference sequences.
The forward reference sequence is the primary consideration in designing the algorithm; the backward reference is the action performed by the user for convenience of browsing some web pages. Therefore, the backward reference is insignificant to the Web access pattern mining and should be removed [6] .
(2) The frequently browsed patterns, which are all large reference sequences, are found.
In both steps, the second is the key.
ALGORITHM DESIGN

Finding the Maximal Forward Reference Sequence
This study uses a method similar to that in [8, 10] to generate all maximal forward reference sequences. This method assumes that user access page sequences are P 1 P 2 …P n , which can be expressed in composition of sequence pairs (NULL, P 1 ), (P 1 ,P 2 ), (P 2 ,P 3 ), …, (P n 1 ,P n ). These sequence pairs are generated according to the sorting of access times.
For convenience of describing the algorithm, the sequence pairs are expressed as (
The starting and ending nodes are represented by NULL. Using the method similar to the depth-first search, the original user access sequences can be divided into several maximal forward reference sequences [6] . The following algorithm is used to obtain the maximal forward reference sequence briefly known as GMFRS.
Algorithm: GMFRS: solve the maximal forward reference sequence
Input: Original user access sequence
Output: maximal forward reference sequence
Step 0: R = NULL; flag = 1; i = 1; // initialization of variable
Step 1:
goto Step 3;
}
Step 2: In the GMFRS algorithm, the variable R stores the current forward reference sequence with the initial value of NULL. DB stores all maximal forward reference sequences; i represents the number of currently considered sequence pairs with the initial value of 1; identifier flag = 1 refers to a forward browsing path; conversely, flag = 0 refers to a backward browsing path; and the initial value of flag is set to 1.
The user access sequence to a Web station could be ABCBD (Fig. 1) . Subsequently, this pattern is used as an example to illustrate the transfer of the original user access sequence to the corresponding maximal forward reference sequence based on the previous GMFRS algorithm. Table 1 . Table 1 shows that the values of R and flag indicate the status after performing Step 2; the value of DB is the status after performing Step 3.
In the example, the final result of the maximal forward reference sequence with GMFRS is {ABC, ABD}.
Access Pattern Mining Algorithm
Theoretical Basis of the Algorithm
Mining of the Web browsing path can begin after transferring the original user access sequence to the maximal forward reference sequence (also known as the target sequence). This process aims to determine all the large reference sequences [8, 10] , which satisfy the minimum support conditions set by the user.
Based on the above definition and assumption, two inferences can be drawn.
(1) If TC (J 1 J 2 … J k ) is greater than or equal to the minimum support number, TC(J 1 J 2 … J k ) is a large kreference sequence.
(2) With the method similar to AprioriAll [11] , the generated large (k-1)-reference sequence can be used to deduce the candidate k-reference sequence.
Assuming that L k 1 is the set of all large (k 1)-reference sequences, J = (J 1 J 2 … J k 1 ) and P = (P 1 P 2 … P k 1 ) P L k 1 and J i = P i 1 , 2 i k 1} are the large (k 1)-reference sequences, and C k is the set of the candidate k-reference sequences, then:
Algorithm Implementation
Based on the previous analysis, a method of mining the large reference sequence known as FLRS is designed to determine the large reference sequences. This algorithm mainly has three steps:
Step 1: All target sequences are scanned once, the frequency of occurrence of each web page and adjacent linked web page [such as (BD)] is recorded, and the sequence number is written down.
Step 2: The large 1-sequence and large 2-sequence are determined according to Step 1 and the minimum support number.
Step 3: The candidate k-reference sequenc (k 3) is generated according to Inference 2, and the intersection operation is performed with the TS value of the combined reference sequences.
The algorithm is described as follows:
Algorithm FLRS: find the large reference sequence 
Once the candidate reference sequence is generated according to the values recorded by TS and TC, a large reference sequence can be distinguished easily.
EXPERIMENT AND PERFORMANCE EVALUA-TION
Experiment Environment
The algorithm is realized with Java (JDK1.5) on a PC with a Pentium 2.8 GHz processor, DDR400 1 GB memory, Windows Server 2003 operating system, and MySQL database. Web logs are the daily operation data of small-and medium-sized enterprises in Sanming of Fujian and are saved as text files. The number of records is about 100,000.
Experimental Process
This experiment mainly verifies the validity of the algorithm and tests its performance. Based on the general Web log mining process [12] and combined with the algorithm described in this paper, the experimental process is designed (Fig. 2) .
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The experimental process includes Web log collection, log pretreatment, maximal forward reference sequence generation according to the algorithm GMFRS, mining algorithm process, and performance evaluation of the algorithm.
Analysis of Experimental Results and Performance Evaluation of the Algorithm
To evaluate the performance of the algorithm, the daily operation date of small-and medium-sized enterprises is loaded in the experiment system to conduct the actual operation test and compare the test results with the classical Full Scan algorithm [8] .
(
1) Comparison of performance between FLRS and FS algorithms
The minimum support is set to 3. A comparison of the execution times under different amounts of data is shown in Fig. 3 .
Under different numbers of records (Fig. 3) , the FLRS algorithm is obviously superior to the classical FS algorithm in terms of execution time and performance; the gap is also gradually widened with the increase of the amount of data mainly because the FS algorithm needs to scan the data records many times during browsing pattern mining. With the increase of the amount of data, the reading time will also expand, but the FLRS algorithm needs to scan the data records only once.
(2) Algorithm execution under different supports To determine the influence of different supports on the algorithm performance, the number of data records in the experiment is set to 10,000 to observe the execution time of the algorithms under different supports (Fig. 4) .
The change in the minimum support (support number) slightly affects the execution time of the FLRS algorithm because this algorithm needs to scan the data records only once during browsing pattern mining (Fig. 4) . The worst situation is that some data are read twice; thus, the execution efficiency is relatively stable. The FS algorithm will decrease the execution time with the increase of the minimum support degree because a large amount of candidate item sets occupies large memory space, and the I/O frequency increases when the FS algorithm generates the reference sequence. With the increase of the support, the candidate term sets will decrease gradually.
CONCLUSION
This paper discusses Web access pattern mining technology and suggests a maximal forward reference sequencebased Web access pattern mining algorithm for users. Therefore, this sequence designs the corresponding experimental process and realizes an experimental system. Experiments have shown that the algorithm could effectively mine the Web pattern that the users frequently access.
